Candles/SunBeam
Assembly instructions

Please read instructions and watch the two videos (scan the barcode below) before installation
In the box: Find the spare parts inside a foam bag please make sure to find it before throwing away
the box (glasses, screws, bulb and socket).
Gloves: (inside the black box) please use them while installing the ceiling plate to prevernt fingerprints.
USA: This product must be installed in accordance
with the applicable installation code by a person familiar
with the construction and operation of the product and the
hazards involved.
Must be installad by a professional electrician!

Turn off correct electrical switch before installation.

1. Start with the ceiling mount.
Please open the box and take the fixture out.

2. If your ceiling has a slope make sure you see
the tape: ‘Lower side’ / ‘Highest side’ and
install accordingly.
3. Prepare screws according to the type of ceiling:
For wood ceilings - please use screws for wood.
For drywall ceilings - make sure you put screws
where the ceiling joists are and use screws long enough to
reach the hard layer on top of the drywall. For concrete - use
masonry anchor screws to hold the fixture.
4. Screw the metal bracket to the ceiling with
the flat side facing up. Twist the GND wire
coming out from your electrical box with the
GND wire of the Lighting Fixture, Use the
twist connector attached to the GND wire of the Lighting
Fixture in order to connect between these 2 wires.
5. For the next stage please use the gloves
supplied in the black box, in order to
prevent fingerprints on the canopy.
Make sure that the electrical wires are
exposed near the bracket. Lift the main
canopy and screw it to the bracket using the existing holes
at the edge of the bracket. Lift the main canopy and screw
it to bracket using the existing holes at the edge of the
bracket. You will need a second person to help you hold the
fixture up while you connect the electrical wire to the fixture.
6. Connect the positive wire from your electrical box with
the positive labeled wire of the Lighting Fixture, Use the
twist connector attached to the positive wire of the Lighting
Fixture in order to connect between these 2 wires.

7. Connect the negative wire from your electrical box with
the negative labeled wire of the lighting fixture >>

CANADA: ce produit doit être installé selon le code
d’installation pertinent, par une personne qui connaît bien
le produit et son fonctionnement ainsi que les risques
inhérents.

>> use the twist connector attached to the negative wire of the
Lighting Fixture in order to connect between these 2 wires.
In case the ceiling is not 100% flat, the installer should
use white or clear slicone to close the gap
between the ceiling & the canopy.
If you have the double canopy solution
do the same process with the upper
canopy and then with the lower canopy.
8. Once the canopy is installed, untie the wires,
gently stretch them down - go few times on
each wire. Insert the bulbs and check they all work.
9. Please remove the bubble wrap from the
glass carefully one pack at the time.Each pack
contains 2 wide glasses and 2 narrows = one
pendant They should be installed equal against click/scan to
watch video
each other. Start with the narrow sides.
If you have various color options or pendant’s length,
make sure you find the note on the glass packs and on the
bulb holder – these indicates the right arrangements as
the artist designed it. The glasses has two different sides,
the more shiny smooth side- is on the outside. The more
rough textured glass in from the inside. If you have some
white powder on the back side-don’t wash it, this is part of
the glass texture. If you still have GAP between the glasses –
please watch again the second video!!
10. After all 4 sides installed – the pendant is not aligned.
Hold the wire about 1” above the pendant
and raise the entire unit in folding motion
up to 90 degrees. This will prevent the
gap between the glasses, Please don’t
click/scan to
skip this part.
watch video
11. Repet this with all the pendants.

12. If you need to adjust the length, for each wire there is
a small plastic screw inside the canopy, turn it gently
to release the wire, after adjusting close it again.
Please be very gentle not to break it.

